Mach-Zehnder interferometry has been proposed as a probe for detecting the statistics of anyonic quasiparticles in fractional quantum Hall (FQH) states. Here we focus on interferometers made of multimode edge states with upstream modes. We find that the interference visibility is suppressed due to downstream-upstream mode entanglement; the latter serves as a "which path" detector to the downstream interfering trajectories. Our analysis tackles a concrete realization of filling factor ν = 2/3, but its applicability goes beyond that specific case, and encompasses the recent observation of ubiquitous emergence of upstream neutral modes in FQH states. The latter, according to our analysis, goes hand in hand with the failure to observe Mach-Zehnder anyonic interference in fractional states. We point out how charge-neutral mode disentanglement will resuscitate the interference signal. Introduction.-One of the most striking implications of the theory of the fractional quantum Hall (FQH) effect is the nature of the elementary excitations ("anyons"), featuring fractional charge and fractional statistics. The latter concerns the change in the state of the system upon braiding the anyons: it is multiplied by a phase in the abelian case, and by a unitary operator in the nonabelian case, thus raising the prospect of topologicallyprotected quantum computation [1] . Experimental evidence for fractional charge dates back almost two decades ago [2] [3] [4] . Notwithstanding intriguing results [5] [6] [7] , fractional statistics has remained elusive to date. A natural probe of statistics is through its effect on the AharonovBohm (AB) interferometry of anyons moving along the gapless edges of a FQH system. Mach-Zehnder interferometers [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] would have been efficient tools to observe anionic interferometry as they avoid interference-masking Coulomb effects [15, 16] and are robust against further quasiparticle fluctuations in the bulk [17] [18] [19] .
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The interfering paths of a Mach-Zehnder interferometer (MZI) rely on the chiral edge modes of the FQH geometries. Multimode edges [20] [21] [22] present one with an interesting twist: the possibility of upstream moving modes (i.e., modes moving against the "downstream" direction set by the magnetic field). These may be neutral [23] [24] [25] . Such modes have been experimentally detected through the generation of upstream charge noise [26] [27] [28] [29] and thermometry [30] . Recent measurements [31] have surprisingly found that, unlike earlier predictions, upstream neutral modes are not restricted to "hole-like" states (e.g., 1/2 < ν < 1), but rather show up in virtually all FQH states, including simple "electron-like" Laughlin states (such as ν = 1/3) [32] . How do these upstream moving modes affect the expected anyonic interference?
Here we show that their effect on the anyonic interference visibility is detrimental. The present analysis, employing the example of a ν = 2/3 FQH system [23, 24] , entails a single upstream-propagating neutral mode along the edge of a MZI. We note that our picture holds for more complex edge profiles than the minimal ones dictated by the bulk properties [33] , and for other setups which support upstream moving modes, be them neutral or charged. We find that the suppression of the interference visibility is due to downstream-upstream mode entanglement: the upstream (e.g., neutral) mode serves as a "which path" detector of the downstream (charged) quasiparticle trajectory. We analyze the dependence of the entanglement on the system's characteristics (geometry, temperature, voltage bias), and discuss the parameter regime where the charge and neutral degrees of freedom may be disentangled, leading to recuperation of the interference signal.
From a broader perspective, here we explore how these two experimental facts, namely the undetectability of anyonic AB fringes in MZI (unlike the high visibility of interference in the integer QH regime [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] ), and the ubiquity of upstream neutral modes in FQH systems, are related. We show that the latter leads to an exponential suppression of the former. This is the case even with an equal-arms-length MZI, where thermal averaging is avoided in standard scenarios.
The main idea is depicted in Fig. 1 . In general, the manifestation of interference of two paths ("coherency") requires that the difference between the propagation time along each one of them is smaller than the inverse of the energy window ∆ε over which one is averaging (coherence time), e.g., the thermal spread ∆ε ∼ k B T . When only a single downstream charge mode with velocity v c is present [ Fig. 1(b) ], it follows that observing interference requires /∆ε > |L d − L u |/v c . In a real-space picture, this means that there should be a significant overlap between the two interfering charge wavelets, i.e., that their spatial separation, |L d − L u |, is smaller than the wavelet size v c /∆ε. From both perspectives, for a symmetric interferometer (L d = L u ), energy averaging due to the finite width (∼ k B T ) of the incoming wavepackets does not undermine the interference.
In the presence of an upstream neutral mode (with ve- [23, 24] state. Each charge tunneling event is accompanied by the emission of two neutral jets (dashed arrows). The AB signal at terminal D2 is then proportional to the product of the overlaps of (ψ
a,u and ψ locity v n ) [ Fig. 1(c) ], tunneling through the bridges (or quantum point contacts, QPCs) a or b involves the excitation of neutral wavepackets or "jets". Thus, the interfering amplitudes at D 2 can be schematically written as
, with θ the sum of the AB and the orbital phase differences between the two paths. For interference to show up, there must be nonvanishing overlap between corresponding pairs of neutral wavepackets, ψ
, for example, are separated in space and time, as it takes the charge mode some time to propagate from QPC a to QPC b.
for the neutral jets on the upper arm). The overlap between neutral jets decreases with the overall size of the MZI, and cannot be compensated by resorting to a symmetric setup, but only by reducing the temperature and voltage. Due to the expected smallness of the neutral mode velocity (stiffness), these restrictions can be quite severe in practice.
Model.-To substantiate this idea we focus on the Kane-Fisher-Polchinski (KFP) [23, 24] model of the ν = 2/3 FQH state. The latter can be thought of as a ν = 1/3 state of holes on top of a ν = 1 state of electrons [20] [21] [22] . Correspondingly, the edge theory consists of a downstream ν = 1 mode φ 1 and an upstream ν = 1/3 mode φ 2 . The inclusion of disorder typically leads to equilibration between the edge modes, and results in a universal fixed point (with nonuniversal mode velocities). There the charge and neutral sectors, given by the linear combinations φ c = 3/2(φ 1 +φ 2 ) and φ n = −(φ 1 +3φ 2 )/ √ 2, respectively, are decoupled.
The operators ψ † n1,n2 = e in1φ1+in2φ2 = e iκcφc+iκnφn , with integer n 1 and n 2 , correspond to the creation of a quasiparticle of charge Q = e(n 1 − n 2 /3). The scaling dimension of an inter-edge tunneling process involving such a quasiparticle at the KFP fixed point is (κ
The statistical (braiding) phase of two such quasiparticles with quantum numbers n 1,2 and m 1,2 , respectively, is π(n 1 m 1 −n 2 m 2 /3). For an almost-open QPC it is sufficient to address the most relevant (in the renormalization group sense) tunneling operators, involving three types of quasiparticles (cf. Table I ). Of these, only ψ † 0,−1 includes just the innermost mode φ 2 , hence it should have the largest bare tunneling amplitude and give the dominant contribution. Similarly, for an almost-closed QPC, one needs to consider the most relevant processes in which integer charge (electrons) is transferred. Of these two (see Table I ), the most important is ψ † 1,0 , as it depends only on the outermost mode φ 1 . In either case the most important tunneling operator involves both charge and neutral modes, hence tunneling of charge excites the neutral modes on both sides of the QPC. Below we first consider tunneling processes involving only ψ † max = ψ † 0,−1 (quasiparticle) or ψ † 1,0 (electron), respectively. We later discuss what happens when all the most relevant tunneling operators listed in Table I are present, and show that this does not modify our results in an essential way.
Under the above assumptions, the action of the MZI accounts for the two constituent edges = d, u (in units where = k B = 1), [23, 24, 34, 35] .
TABLE II. Interference visibility (ratio between the amplitude of the ΦAB-periodic contribution to the current and the ΦAB-independent contribution to the current) of a symmetric MZI in the ν = 2/3 KFP state, for either quasiparticle tunneling (almost open QPCs, e * = e/3, κc = 1/ √ 6, κn = 1/ √ 2), or electron tunneling (almost closed QPCs, e * = e, κc = 3/2,
and the tunneling bridges at the two QPCs, i = a, b,
Here γ i are the tunneling amplitudes, V is the sourcedrain voltage applied between S 1 and S 2 , Φ AB is the AB flux enclosed inside the interference loop (Φ 0 is the flux quantum), and
, and e * = e/3 (e * = e) for an almost open (closed) QPC. The coordinates of the QPCs on the two edges are
Finally, η i are Klein factors [17] . These are essential in the case of quasiparticle tunneling (almost open QPCs): the Klein factors account for the fact that fractional excitations cannot leave the QH edge into the drain; rather they wait there until an integer charge is accumulated, and are then absorbed by the drain. The quasiparticles that wait at D 2 contribute [through the braiding phase; cf. Fig. 1(a) ] to the interference phase of the quasiparticles that follow. For now we are considering only a single tunneling process; the Klein factor may therefore be taken to be the same as in the ν = 1/3 case [17, 36] .
Analysis and results. 
with I k (V, T ) being the average current at D 2 , given that k = 0, 1, 2 (mod 3) anyons have already reached D 2 ,
Here
depends on the correlation function of the tunneling operators at γ a = γ b = 0,
where t − = t − iδ (δ → 0 + ) and τ is the inverse ultraviolet cutoff, of the order of the bulk gap. Should the neutral modes be absent, j(y d , y u , t; T ) would depend only on y d − y u [as can be seen from Eq. (5) (4) has the same magnitude as the fluxindependent term (barring additional dephasing mechanisms beyond our model), and the visibility can reach unity even at finite V and T . Taking the neutral modes into account, j(y d , y u , t; T ) depends on both (y d − y u )/v c and y d /v c + y d/u /v n . It follows that the visibility is suppressed at finite e * V and T even in the symmetric case, once either energy scale becomes larger than the inverse of the delay time (between neutral modes emitted when charge tunnels at either QPC)
A summary of the results in this case is given in Table II and Fig. 2 . Detailed analysis of the general case is presented in the Supplemental Material [37] .
Accounting for all the most relevant quasiparticle tunneling operators.-Up to this point we have restricted ourselves to the case where only the charge-e/3 tunneling operator involving the inner-most edge mode (cf. Table I) is considered, since it is expected to have the largest amplitude in the weak tunneling regime. The tunneling quasiparticle fractionalizes into the charge and the neutral modes, which results in the suppression of the interference signal. Including the other e/3 most-relevant operator (again with charge-neutral fractionalization) will not modify the results qualitatively. On the other hand, the charge-2e/3 most relevant operator creates no neutral excitations, hence it may contribute to the interference. However, let us first note that the bare amplitude of the 2e/3 tunneling operator should be much smaller than that of the e/3 ones. We then recall that in the fractional case the phase shift of the AB signal depends on the number of quasiparticles which have tunneled earlier and got trapped at D 2 [ Fig. 1(a) ]. It follows that the tunneling of charge-e/3 quasiparticles shifts the interference signal of the charge-2e/3 quasiparticles erratically by ±2π/3, thus undermining the visibility. To see that, let us focus on the regime |eV | T , where only tunneling from high to low voltage is allowed. We will further assume that max(L d , L u )/v n max[1/T, 1/|eV |], so that processes involving neutral excitations do not contribute to the interference at all. We may then describe the dynamics employing a master equation. It has three states, corresponding to charge ke/3 accumulated at D 2 , modulo the electron charge (i.e., k = 0, 1, 2). The probability to find the system in state k will be denoted by P k . Transitions between these three states occur due to quasiparticle tunneling. Since charge-e/3 quasiparticles tunnel without interference, the corresponding tunneling rate, to be denoted by Γ 1 , is independent of either the enclosed flux or the accumulated charge at the drain D 2 . This is not the case for charge-2e/3 quasiparticles, for which the tunneling rate corresponding to a transition k → k + 2 (mod 3) may be written as Γ
Hence, if the tunneling amplitude of charge-2e/3 quasiparticles is smaller than the corresponding amplitude for charge-e/3 quasiparticles (as one physically expects), the visibility (ratio of the amplitudes of the flux-dependent and flux independent current) scales as (Γ 2 /Γ 1 ) 3 /2, that is, as the sixth power of the tunneling amplitudes ratio, which could be quite small in practice (it is of order 10
already for a 1/3 amplitude ratio).
Conclusion.-The specific analysis presented here concerns a minimal model for the edge of the ν = 2/3 FQH state, that supports a charged downstream moving mode as well as a neutral upstream mode. The tunneling of quasiparticles within a MZI setup is accompanied by the emission of upstream neutral excitations. This leads to the suppression (exponential in the temperature T , power-law in the voltage V ; cf. Table II and Fig. 2 ) of the AB interference signal. To facilitate the observation of anyonic interferometry one thus needs to resort to small interferometers at low values of T and V , namely
The main unknowns here are the velocities: the only available experimental data is for the integer QH regime, with a charge velocity in the 10 6 cm/sec range [10] . Due to the smaller gap, FQH charge modes are expected to be slower; the velocities of the softer neutral modes should be smaller still. Taking a typical MZI size of 5 µm together with v n ≈ 10 5 cm/sec, the corresponding voltage and temperature scales are 0.1 µV and 1.5 mK, respectively. Hence, neutral modes should indeed present a significant challenge for current generation MZIs. We are aware, however, of present experimental efforts to reduce the MZI size down to the micron scale [41] . This would bring the required temperature and voltage to the presently accessible regime.
The reason for the adverse role played by these neutral excitations is that they serve as "markers" for specific interference paths, much in the spirit of "which path" detection. This interference suppression mechanism is thus of general validity: It applies to more complex (multimode) edge structure [33] , a host of other fractional states featuring upstream neutral modes [31] , setups supporting nonabelian excitations [42] , and scenarios with charged upstream modes (e.g., clean filling-2/3 edges). Allowing for tunneling operators which do not excite the upstream modes (specifically in our model, charge-2e/3 tunneling) will still lead to suppression (as a high power of the corresponding tunneling amplitude ratio) of the interference signal due to "dressing" by neutral-excitation emitting quasiparticles. Upstream neutral modes are ubiquitous in the FQH regime [31] . They therefore lead to a "universal" suppression mechanism of interference signals in the MZ geometry for FQH states [43] .
Acknowledgments. Fig.1(a) ] involves the tunneling of three e/3 quasi-particles, each subject to a different effective AB flux [17] 
SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL FOR "SUPPRESSION OF INTERFERENCE IN QUANTUM HALL MACH-ZEHNDER GEOMETRY BY UPSTREAM NEUTRAL MODES"
In this Supplemental Material we present some technical aspects which were omitted in the main text. Sec. S.A contains a detailed calculation of the visibility in the general case.
1/T is treated in Sec. S.B, while the case of equal interferometer arms, L u = L d = L is addressed in Sec. S.C; this leads to the results presented in Table. II and Fig. 2 of the main text. Sec. S.D presents a qualitative discussion of some general features of the results. Finally, analysis of the almost closed QPC limit (as opposed to the nearly open QPC limit discussed in the main text) is described in Sec. S.E.
S.A. CALCULATION OF THE VISIBILITY: THE GENERAL CASE
Here we present a detailed calculation of the visibility, based on Eqs. (3)-(6) of the main text. This requires the evaluation of the time integral in Eq. (5), which we will do in the complex t plane. We consider general, non-integral values of κ c and κ n (the values relevant for ν = 2/3 are listed in Table I , where the singularities of F (y d , y u , t; T ) appearing in Eqs. (5)- (6) For F (0, 0, t; T ) (i.e., y d = y u = 0) the four sets of branch points merge into one set, at im/T + iδ. It is then useful to choose the branch cuts of all the fractional-power functions appearing F (y d , y u , t; T ) (namely, z We employ the rectangular contour depicted in Fig. S1(a) , which includes a "tongue" going around the m = 0 branch cut. Let us assume that κ We then get:
where B(x, y) and Γ(z) are the Beta and Gamma functions, respectively [S2] . Thus, for |e * V | T we have
while for |e * V | T , remembering that Γ(z + a)/Γ(z + b) ∼ z a−b for large |z|, we find
and y u = L u ) it will be useful to choose the branch cut of the fractional power function z κ 2 c as before, that is to be along the negative imaginary axis, with the argument of z defined as −π/2 and 3π/2 on the right and left sides of the cut, respectively. On the other hand, the branch cut of the fractional power function z κ 2 n will be chosen along the positive imaginary axis, with the argument of z defined as π/2 or −3π/2 on the right and left sides of the cut, respectively. With this the function F (L d , L u , t; T ) will have the following branch structure [cf. Fig. S1(b) ]: The branch cuts starting at the branch points at L d /v c + im/T + iδ d,c and L u /v c +im/T +iδ u,c will go horizontally to the right (left) for even (odd) m, and the branch cuts staring at the branch points at −L d /v n + im/T + iδ d,n and −L u /v n + im/T + iδ u,n to go horizontally to the left (right) for even (odd) m. We will focus on L u > L d , and take for definiteness δ d,c > δ u,c and δ d,n > δ u,n . For the right-(left-)going branches the phase of the argument of the corresponding fractional power is ∓π/2 below the cut and ±3π/2 above it. Since κ 2 c , κ 2 n < 1 (cf. Table I), the small circles around the branch points do not contribute (by analytical continuation, the final results can be shown to be valid even without this restriction). With the above choices, the part of he contour along the line Im(t) = 1/T will give −e i2π(κ 2 c −κ 2 n ) e −e * V /T times the part of the contour along the real t axis. We thus find
This general expression can be simplified in particular cases, as detailed in the following two Sections.
S.B. VISIBILITY OF A LONG-ARMS INTERFEROMETER
An explicit expression for Eq.
In this region, on the cuts corresponding to the neutral propagators the hyperbolic sines appearing in the charge propagators may be replaced by exponentials and vice versa. The integral thus reduces to:
Each of the resulting integrals (on the intervals
, and L u /v n < t, respectively) can be calculated exactly and expressed in terms of the hypergeometric function 2 F 1 (a, b, c; z) [S2] through an appropriate change of variables and the Euler integral:
Employing the relations
to bring the argument z of all the hypergeometric functions to the same form, the result can be recast as:
rearranging and using the identity Γ(z)Γ(1 − z) = π/ sin(πz) [S2] we find
In the limit L u − L d max(v c , v n )/T the hypergeometric functions approach unity. We are then left with
In this case, for |e * V | T we obtain
whereas for |e * V | T {recalling that Γ(a + z)/Γ(b + z) ∼ z a−b for large z [S2]} we find:
Returning to Eq. (S10), in the limit
to obtain:
In the limit |e * V | T we now have
while for |e * V | T we get
If, on the other hand, max 
S.C. VISIBILITY OF AN EQUAL-ARMS INTERFEROMETER
Here we examine in greater detail the case of equal-arms interferometer,
We allow for arbitrary relation between L/v c + L/v n , 1/T , and 1/(e * V ). Returning to Eq. (S4), it now becomes 
Employing the same methods as before, the integral over each of the regimes t > L/v c and t < −L/v n can be expressed exactly in terms of hypergeometric functions, resulting in: 
From the above results, we can determine the visibility of the interference pattern as function of temperature and source-drain bias, using Eqs. (3)-(4). For |γ a | = |γ b | it is the ratio |j(L d , L u ; V, T )/j(0, 0; V, T )| 3 , reflecting the fact that a unit charge detected at D 2 [ Fig. 1(a) ] involves the tunneling of three e/3 quasi-particles, each subject to a different effective AB flux. The results are displayed in Table. II and Fig. 2 of the main text.
S.D. SOME QUALITATIVE FEATURES OF THE VISIBILITY
There are some remarkable insights that follow from the results of the previous Sections. First and foremost, the interference signal is exponentially-suppressed with increasing temperature as soon as min(L d , L u )(1/v c + 1/v n ) 1/T . This is true even even if T |e * V | (!). At the same time, increasing the bias voltage does not lead to exponential suppression even when |e * V | is larger than any other scale, including the temperature. This can be intuitively understood by thinking about free fermions with velocity v: at zero temperature the voltage defines a
